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Node: Up and Running: Scalable Server-Side Code with JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	In 2008 I was searching for a new programming platform for making websites. This was more than wanting a new language; indeed, the details of the language mattered very little to me. Rather, I was concerned about the ability to program advanced push features into the website like I had seen in Gmail—the ability for the server to push...
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Metrics: How to Improve Key Business ResultsApress, 2011

	Metrics are a hot topic. Executive leadership, boards of directors, management, and customers are all asking for data-based decisions. As a result, many managers, professionals, and change agents are asked to develop metrics, but have no clear idea of how to produce meaningful ones. Wouldn’t it be great to have a simple explanation of...
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The Art of Conjecture: Nicholas of Cusa on Knowledge (Studies in Philosophy and the History of Philosophy)The Catholic University of America Press, 2021

	"Learned ignorance," the recognition that God is beyond us and our knowing capacities is the theological concept for which Nicholas of Cusa is most famous. Despite God's apparent absence Nicholas offers original ways to think about God that would unite his presence with his absence. He called these proposals...
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PostgreSQLSams Publishing, 2003
The definitive guide to working with the powerful PostgreSQL  open source database system. 

PostgreSQL leads the reader  through the internals of the powerful PostgreSQL open source database.  Throughout the book, readers will find explanations of data structures and...
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Programming Languages and Systems: 7th European Symposium on Programming, ESOP'98, Held as Part of the Joint European Conferences on TheorySpringer, 1998


	The European conference situation in the general area of software science has

	long been considered unsatisfactory. A fairly large number of small and mediumsized

	conferences and workshops take place on an irregular basis, competing for

	high-quality contributions and for enough attendees to make them financially

	viable....
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Electrical Power Cable Engineering: Second: EditionCRC Press, 2003

	Electrical Power Cable Engineering, Second Edition remains the foremost reference on universally used low- and medium-voltage electrical power cables, cataloging technical characteristics and assuring success for cable manufacture, installation, operation, and maintenance. While segments on electrical cable insulation and field assessment...
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Predictable Magic: Unleash the Power of Design Strategy to Transform Your BusinessWharton School Publishing, 2010

	“By putting the empowerment of people at the center of strategy creation, Predictable Magic is as much a book about values and leadership as it is about design. It can help executives find meaning and value in their work as they create meaning and value for their consumers.”

...
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Mastering Ninject for Dependency InjectionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how Ninject facilitates the implementation of dependency injection to solve common design problems of real-life applications


	Overview

	
		Create loosely coupled applications by implementing dependency injection using Ninject
	
		Learn how to design an enterprise application so as to maximize...
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The Entrepreneur's Guide to Customer Development: A cheat sheet to The Four Steps to the EpiphanyCooper-Vlaskovits, 2010

	“This is a must read for all startups and stakeholders.”

	— Steve Blank, author of The 4 Steps to the Epiphany, creator of Customer Development methodology

	

	“The Entrepreneur’s Guide is an easy read. It is written in a conversational tone, doesn’t take itself too...
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Pro Spring BatchApress, 2011

	Since its release, Spring Framework has transformed virtually every aspect of Java development including web applications, security, aspect-oriented programming, persistence, and messaging. Spring Batch, one of its newer additions, now brings the same familiar Spring idioms to batch processing. Spring Batch addresses the needs of any batch...
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The Wall Will Tell You: The Forensics of ScreenwritingMelville House, 2019

	A completely original guide to the screenwriter's art -- as only the writer of Blade Runner could concieve it.

	

	The master speaks, in this unique guide for screenwriters -- and writers and artists of all kinds.

	

	In short paragraphs--oracular and enigmatic, hardhitting and concrete--the man...
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Elementary Theory of Numbers (Dover books on advanced mathematics)Dover Publications, 1990
In the past few years there has been a great resurgence of interest in mathematics on both the secondary and undergraduate levels, and a growing recognition that the courses traditionally offered do not exhaust the mathematics which it is both possible and desirable to teach at those levels. Of course, not aU of modern mathematics is accessible;...
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